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Abstract

We processed more than 3000 inter-station great circle paths to determine the phase velocity for the fundamental mode of
Rayleigh wave, and finally arrived at 110 paths of high quality dispersion data, which show good spatial coverage in western
China and neighboring regions. Rayleigh wave phase velocity dispersion model WChina1D was obtained and compared with
previous global and regional models. Phase velocity maps from 15 to 120 s were inverted and the maps of 20, 40, 80, and 120 s are
presented in this paper. Checkerboard tests show the average lateral resolution in our area of interest is about 7◦. Our tomographic
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esults corroborate a prominent low-velocity anomaly lying mainly in the lower crust and uppermost mantle in the Chan
errane. The apparent low-velocity anomaly also appears in the wide area of northeastern Tibet in the crust and upper m
ow-velocity area around southeastern Tibet may be created by the southeastern migration of the low-velocity mass of t
lateau. The eastern Tarim shows structure with higher velocities relative to that of central Tarim. A large-scale low
nomaly is clearly seen in central and western Mongolia. Our high quality measurements were also used to evaluat
lobal shear velocity model [Shapiro, N., Ritzwoller, M., 2002. Monte-Carlo inversion for a global shear-velocity mode
rust and upper mantle. Geophys. J. Int. 151, 88–105] of the crust and upper mantle. The 40 s Rayleigh phase ve
redicted from CUB model shows an apparent discrepancy with our measurements in western China and western
hich implies a higher estimated (about +1–2%) phase velocity model in these regions, probably due to the Gaussian
ondition in their tomography inversion.
2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

The region of western China and neighboring area
as long been the focus of geophysical studies for its
omplex topography and tectonic structure (Fig. 1).

∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address:xugm@ustc.edu.cn (G. Xu).

It is widely known that the Indian plate collid
to the northward with the Asian plate from arou
40–50 Ma (Molnar and Tapponnier, 1978), to form
the Tibet–Pamir plateau, the highest in the world.
Tarim basin, separated from the Tibetan plateau b
Kunlun fold system, consists of a nucleus of Arch
through Proterozoic age covered by thick Ceno
sediments. The Tarim basin and the Sino-Korean
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Fig. 1. Locations of the used stations and geological sketch map of the China and adjacent regions. The symbol� indicates the location of
stations.

form collided with the Siberian craton in the early Pale-
ozoic, creating a series of west–east mountain chains:
the Tianshan in Kyrgyzstan and western China, the
Beishan near the Mongolian border and the Yinshan
in the Inner Mongolia of China. South of the Tibetan
plateau, the Yangtze platform was consolidated and sta-
bilized after the Yangtze orogeny (ca. 825 Ma) and was
separated from the Sino-Korean platform by the Qin-
ling fold system in the early Mesozoic.

In the past two decades, seismologists have per-
formed numerous studies using body and surface waves
to investigate the velocity structure of the crust and up-
per mantle. For the surface wave approach, the tradi-
tional dispersion method (Brune et al., 1960; Bloch
and Hales, 1968; Dziewonski et al., 1969; Landis-
man et al., 1969) and recent waveform inversion meth-
ods (Cara and Leveque, 1987; Nolet, 1990; Trampert
and Woodhouse, 1995; Yoshizawa and Kennett, 2002a,
2002b) have been widely adopted for the global and
regional tomographic studies. In regional and global
surface wave tomography, most studies were based
on ray theory and great circle approximation, for in-
stance,Trampert and Woodhouse (1995), Curtis et al.
(1998), Ritzwoller and Levshin (1998). Ray theory,

however, is only valid if the scale length of hetero-
geneity is larger than the wavelength and the width
of the first Fresnel zone. Nowadays, scattering the-
ories and its application in the estimation of sur-
face wave maps or Earth models are becoming in-
creasingly common in the literature (Ritzwoller et
al., 2002; Spetzler et al., 2002; Yoshizawa and Ken-
nett, 2002a, 2002b) in order to obtain more accurate
and high-resolution regional or global S-velocity mod-
els. In the region of Central Asia and China, there
are surface wave group velocity tomography studies
using single-station dispersion method byFeng and
Teng (1983), Jobert et al. (1985), Wu and Levshin
(1994), Ritzwoller and Levshin (1998), Ritzwoller et
al. (1998), Zhu et al. (2002), Huang et al. (2003);
phase velocity dispersion studies using the inter-
event method byRomanowicz (1982), Brandon and
Romanowicz (1986), Bourjot and Romanowicz (1992)
andCurtis and Woodhouse (1997); phase velocity to-
mography studies using single-station waveform in-
version method byCurtis et al. (1998)andGriot and
Montagner (1998). For this region, the surface wave
tomography studies mentioned above were all based
on ray theory.
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In all single-station measurements of group velocity
dispersion, the main errors, generally regarded as ‘the-
oretical errors’, are from the following five sources:
(1) off great-circle effect, (2) azimuthal anisotropy ef-
fect in surface wave propagation, (3) mislocations of
earthquake epicenters, (4) source origin time errors and
(5) the finite dimension and duration of source pro-
cess. Here, we refer to the errors from the first two
sources as ‘structure term errors’, which are caused by
the propagation of seismic waves in complex structure
and the errors from the last three sources as ‘source
term errors’ which are caused by source problems.
In the measurements of phase velocities with inter-
event or single-station waveform inversion methods,
the Harvard CMT (centroid moment tensor) parame-
ters are necessary for the determination of the initial
phase delay time. Besides ‘structure term errors’, inter-
event and single-station waveform inversion methods
of phase velocity measurements also introduce errors
from source, especially from the mislocations of earth-
quake epicenters. Compared with group velocity mea-
surements, phase velocity measurements from wave-
form inversion method are much more complicated be-
cause of high non-linearity and great attention must be
taken to resolve the 2π phase ambiguity at short peri-
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measurements and invert the 3DSV structure in the
crust and upper mantle of east continental China. But
only 43 paths were used in their study, which could
not provide a good lateral resolution for the region of
interest.

In the past decade, more and more high quality
broadband seismic stations from both global seismic
network (e.g., GDSN, GSN, Geoscope) and regional
seismic network (e.g., CDSN, KNET, KAZNET) have
been installed in the Central and East Asia. A set of
newly installed broadband stations in China has greatly
improved the station density in our studied region. Both
the station number and data quality provide us more ac-
curate dispersion data than before by using inter-station
method.

In this paper, we firstly used the inter-station method
to obtain high quality phase velocity of Rayleigh wave
fundamental mode for 110 paths, which form a good
spatial and azimuthal path coverage in the studied re-
gion. We implemented a GUI software based on image
analysis technique to implement the quick determina-
tion of the phase velocity dispersion curve using nar-
row band filtering and cross-correlation method. With
the help of this software more than 3000 inter-station
paths (include many multiple paths which link the same
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ds (Trampert and Woodhouse, 2001). In most studie
sing inter-event method (Romanowicz, 1982; Bran
on and Romanowicz, 1986; Curtis and Woodho
997), only mixed path phase velocity dispersion w
btained because of the lack of sufficient path co
ge, except for the study byBourjot and Romanowic
1992). Besides the methods discussed above, the
tation method is the most accurate method in the
ermination of surface wave velocity (great circle ph
elocity) by using the phase difference of two multi
hases (Sato, 1958) because it can almost complet
emove ‘source term errors’. But inter-station met
lso has its disadvantage from the lack of sufficient

ions located in the region of study, which causes
parse path coverage. So most previous phase v
ty studies using the inter-station method (Feng et al.
983; Calcagnile, 1991; Snoke and James, 1997;
ourne and Stuart, 1998) have only obtained mixe
hase velocity dispersion along the great circle p

inking two stations and thereby only the average ve
ty structure was inverted along each inter-station p
u et al. (2000)made an attempt to construct Rayle
ave phase velocity maps with inter-station disper
wo stations) were analyzed accurately. After car
xamination, only the 110 highest quality dispers
ata from period 15–120 s were chosen for the

nversion step. An average 1D Rayleigh wave ph
elocity model in western China and adjacent regi
alled WChina1D, was derived and compared with
odels in previous studies. The Gaussian tomogr
ethod (Tarantola and Nercessian, 1984) based on ra

heory was applied to construct Rayleigh wave ph
elocity maps from 15 to 120 with the period inter
f 5 s. Checkerboard tests show the average later
metrical resolution across the studied region is a
◦. Some inversion results of the 1D dispersion dat
ome critical points in our studied regions were sh
nd further explained. We also used our high qu
easurements to evaluate the latest CUB global s

elocity model of the crust and upper mantle (Shapiro
nd Ritzwoller, 2002) for the studied regions.

. Data and measurement

We used the inter-station method to determine
hase velocity of Rayleigh wave fundamental m
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in the period range 15–120 s, with the assumption
that the surface waves propagate along the great cir-
cle path.Fig. 1 shows the locations of the broad-
band stations from different seismic networks, includ-
ing global seismic networks (e.g., GDSN, GSN, Geo-
scope) and regional seismic networks (e.g., CDSN,
KNET, KAZNET). The earthquakes used in this study
are all have magnitude 5.0 < Mw < 6.8 and depth less
than 100 km. The epicentral distances are all in the
range 20–130◦, in order to avoid near-source effects
and interference from higher modes of Rayleigh wave.
Because only Rayleigh wave phase velocity was picked
here, we only selected vertical component waveforms.
Most of the records we used were from IRIS (Incor-
porated Research Institutes for Seismology) data cen-
ter and the other records were from the data center of
CDSN. Only waveforms that were clear at both stations
with the angle between the earthquake and inter-station
paths less than 2◦ are used here.Knopoff et al. (1966)
showed that the errors in azimuth arising from refrac-
tion would introduce only second order effects in phase
velocity provided that the angle between the earthquake
and inter-station paths is small.

The measurement of phase velocities was based on
the cross-correlation method (Bloch and Hales, 1968).
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Here, Tc is the period of interest andtg(Tc) is the
group arrival time at periodTc. n is a window con-
stant with typical value 2–3, which denotes that half
window length is aboutn times of each interested pe-
riod. This window was designed to eliminate noise of
higher mode waves and other waves we are not inter-
ested in our studies, and was quite successful in prac-
tical applications. The windowed seismograms of both
stations were filtered with a narrow band pass filter,
a windowed linear-phase FIR band pass digital filter
with the band of 0.4 s at each period of interest. A
Kaiser window for the FIR filter was finally selected
for the quality of filtering after careful comparisons
with Hamming, Hann, Blackman, Bartlett and Cheb-
win windows. The period range used is 15–120 s with
a period interval of 1 s. The cross-correlation ampli-
tude image was obtained for each inter-station pair after
cross-correlation of the two filtered seismograms. Be-
cause the cross-correlation amplitude image is indirect
in the relationship between the periods and phase ve-
locities, we use 3-spline interpolation to transform the
cross-correlation amplitude image (commonly part of
this image) to a phase velocity image (Fig. 2). It is very
convenient to implement this transformation by using
the image analysis technique of our GUI software. On
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ine the group arrival times of Rayleigh wave fun
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ith both clear and continuous Rayleigh wave fun
ental mode on the period-group velocity energy
ram. Before narrow band filtering of the two recor
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he phase velocity image the required dispersion c
as automatically picked (Fig. 2) with high accurac
y the quick tracing scheme developed in our softw
ecause the entire process of data processing w

eractive and the interface was graphical, it gave
onvenient and objective judgment of the quality
ispersion data.

More than 3000 inter-station paths (including mu
le paths) from the years 1990 to 2001 were proce
fter careful examination and comparison, the dis
ion data for 110 paths with the best quality and re
ility were finally used to invert for the phase veloc
aps.Fig. 3shows the distribution of the inter-stati
aths. The spatial coverage of paths was relatively

n our studied regions except in the Indian shield an
he western Pamir. The average error of phase vel
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Fig. 2. Example of phase velocities determination of inter-station paths based on image analysis technique. The solid line in the image is the
phase velocity dispersion curve automatically traced by our GUI software. The period range is from 15 to 150 s in this example. Two stations
are BJT and WUS. Date, 25 October 1999, 07:29:55.5900; location, 31.971◦N, 142.251◦E, 33.0 km; magnitude, Mw = 5.8.

varies with period. The phase velocity errors at period
higher than 35 s were not larger than 0.04 km/s (about
1%), which is mainly arises from small angle deviations
between the earthquake and inter-station paths. The er-
rors at period below 30 s may be up to 0.05–0.08 km/s

(total 1

(about 1.5–2.5%) because of the possible indetermi-
nate 2π phase ambiguity in the phase velocity image at
shorter periods. But for most of the inter-station paths
we finally used, the phase velocity measurements are
quite good even for periods lower than 30 s.
Fig. 3. Path coverage in our study
 10 inter-station paths of Rayleigh wave).
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We constructed a one-dimensional phase velocity
dispersion model for our studied area by taking the
average value of all measured 110 phase velocity dis-
persion data. The average group velocity model was
computed by:

u(T ) = c(T )

1 + (T/c(T ))(dc(T )/dT )
(2)

Here,u(T) is the group velocity andc(T) is the phase
velocity.

Here, we call this model as WChina1D (Fig. 4). In
Fig. 4a, we also show Rayleigh wave phase velocity
dispersion model Eurasia1D (Curtis et al., 1998) and
the results from PEMc (Dziewonski et al., 1975) and
PREM (Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981). The phase
velocities at all periods of WChina1D are lower than
those of PREM, PEMc and Eurasia1D. In the study of
Curtis et al. (1998), the average crust thickness of their
studied area is about 40 km, but in our studied area the
average crust thickness is 50 km or more. At periods
lower than 45 s the Rayleigh wave phase velocities of
WChina1D are about 0.2 km/s less than that of Eura-
sia1D, but at higher periods (>70 s) the difference of
the phase velocities between the two models is about
less than 0.05 km/s. The main reason for the difference
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Here,d0 is a vector of observed arrival time data in
a fixed period,d is a vector of arrival time predicted
from the actual slowness modelm through an equation
of the formd=g(m),m0 is an a priori slowness model,
Cd0 is the data covariance matrix describing the data
uncertainties andCm0 is an a priori covariance function
describing our confidence in the a priori modelm0.
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etween Eurasia1D and WChina1D is the differen
rage crust thickness in the studied area.Fig. 4b gives

he comparisons of group velocity of WChina1D w
urasia1D (Curtis et al., 1998) and the average grou
elocity (RitzLev97) obtained byRitzwoller and Lev
hin (1998). Similar to the results of phase velociti
t periods below 65 s, the group velocity of WChina

s significantly less than that of RitzLev97 and Eu
ia1D, but the difference of group velocities decre
o less than 0.1 km/s at periods above 75 s. Becaus
nter-station paths we used here are well confined
istributed in this area, our model WChina1D co
ell represent the dispersion feature of Rayleigh w

undamental mode in western China and the neigh
ng regions.

. Tomographic method and resolution

The Gaussian tomography method (Tarantola an
ercessian, 1984) based on ray theory was used to
ert the phase velocity map in our studied region
Rj(mk)

ere,i andj are path index and the integral pathRi(mk)
s along theith great circle path. It is assumed that

easurements of phase velocity are independen
ach path. In this case,Cd0 is a diagonal matrix and th
iagonal termsσi

d represent the square of the estima
rror in our measurement of Rayleigh wave arrival t

or pathi. The origin of the actual errors in the measu
ents of phase velocity has many aspects, inclu

structure term errors’, the error caused by the s
ngle between the earthquake and inter-station
nd the error from the indeterminate 2π phase ambigu

ty in the phase velocity image at shorter periods
iscussed in Section2, we estimate the average er
(T) (in percentage) in phase velocity measuremen
ach periodT: ε(T) was set to be 2.5% at 15 s, 2%
0 s and 25 s, 1.5% at 30 s and 1% at period 35–1
o the corresponding errorσi

d could be easily calcu
ated at different periods along each path by the
i
d = ε(T )∆i/ci(T ) in which ci(T) is the phase veloc

ty at periodT and∆i is the inter-station great circ
istance of pathi.
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Fig. 4. One-dimensional Rayleigh wave velocity model WChina1D. (a) Phase velocities and comparison with the results of pervious models.
(b) Group velocities and comparison with previous results.

The a priori covariance functionCm0(r, r′) repre-
sents the covariance between pointsr andr′ with the
analytical form of:

Cm0(r, r′) = σ2
m exp

[
−0.5(r − r′)2

L2

]
(5)

whereσm represents the a priori slowness uncertainty
at each point andL represents the correlation length
of uncertainties. In our studies it is more convenient
to estimate the a priori phase velocity uncertaintyσp
and then convertσp to the a priori slowness uncertainty
σm. The starting phase velocity or slowness model for
each period is an average model in which the value at
each grid point is taken directly from our WChina1D
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results. After many tests,σp was finally set at the value
of 0.3 km/s, so the corresponding value ofσm approx-
imates 0.02 s/km. The correlation lengthL is mainly
dependent on the spatial and azimuthal coverage of
paths and the wavelength of wave compared to the scale
of heterogeneities. A popular method to determine the
value ofL is through the checkerboard tests although
this method also has essential weakness (Lévêque et
al., 1993). The main function of checkerboard tests is
to estimate the spatial and azimuthal resolution of dif-
ferent studied regions. First we divided the studied ge-
ographic area into grids of 1◦ × 1◦. Then we performed
checkerboard tests with different correlation length and
geographic block. Here, we finally chose 450 km as the
value of correlation lengthL with which we could well
resolve lateral heterogeneity about 7◦ in our area of
interest (Fig. 5).

4. Rayleigh phase velocity maps

From the tomographic method discussed in Section
3, we constructed phase velocity maps of Rayleigh
wave for the period range from 15 to 120 s with the
period interval of 5 s. The initial model was the aver-
a ave
W e-
s

F line on lts outside
t

At 20 s, the phase velocities are much influenced by
the shallow and middle part of the crust. On this map
(Fig. 6a), the Tibetan plateau, the Tarim basin, part
of Tianshan and the Junggar basin show low-velocity
anomalies, while a large high-velocity anomaly lies in
the region of South China block and the region around
Balkhash Lake. The most conspicuous low-velocity
anomaly (−6–10%) appears in eastern Tibet, that ap-
pears to differ from the 26 s Rayleigh wave phase veloc-
ity map ofCurtis et al. (1998). At 40 s, the phase veloci-
ties are strongly influenced by the crust thickness in our
studied area. On this map (Fig. 6b) the most dominant
feature is the east–west direction low-velocity anomaly
lying in the Tibetan plateau mainly due to its very thick
crust. This feature is similar to many previous group
and phase velocity tomography studies (Ritzwoller and
Levshin, 1998; Zhu et al., 2002; Huang et al., 2003;
Curtis et al., 1998; Trampert and Woodhouse, 1995,
1996; Ekstrom et al., 1997). The magnitude of this low-
anomaly on our 40 s map appears to be larger than that
of the global phase velocity studies byTrampert and
Woodhouse (1995, 1996)and is also larger than in the
regional 40 s phase velocity map byCurtis et al. (1998)
especially in eastern and northeastern Tibet. A low-
velocity anomaly (−2–4%) extends from eastern Tibet
t ibet
a ion.
O lat-
ge slowness model directly from our Rayleigh w
China1D model.Fig. 6 shows the tomographic r

ults for periods 20, 40, 80, and 120 s.

ig. 5. 7◦ × 7◦ Checkerboard tests of resolution. The bold black
his margin are unreliable.
this map is the outermost margin of our reliable area. The resu

o the region around the southeastern margin of T
nd northern Burma in an approximate NS direct
n this map, a clear boundary approximately along
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Fig. 6. Maps of Rayleigh wave phase velocities variation (in percentage with respect to WChina1D results) for: (a) 20 s, (b) 40 s, (c) 80 s, and
(d) 120 s. The averaged phase velocity value is 3.361 km/s for 20 s, 3.760 km/s for 40 s, 4.017 km/s for 80 s, and 4.156 km/s for 120 s.

itude 105◦ (Zhu et al., 2002; Huang et al., 2003) divides
continental China into west and east parts. The western
part of China has a much thicker crust compared with
the eastern part, especially in the Tibet plateau with the
crust thickness about 70 km. Western Mongolia also
shows a low-velocity anomaly (−2–4%) (Trampert and
Woodhouse, 1995, 1996; Ekstrom et al., 1997; Cur-
tis et al., 1998). The Sichuan basin shows very clear
high-velocity anomaly (about +6%). A high-velocity
anomaly also exists in the regions around the Junggar
basin and Turpan depression, western Tianshan–Tarim,
the northeastern Kazakhstan, eastern Mongolia and In-
ner Mongolia.

In the 80 s map (Fig. 6c), the main low-velocity
anomaly in the Tibetan plateau (about−4%) shrinks
to the Chang Thang terrane and northeastern Tibet;
the magnitude of these anomalies is significantly less
than the 40 s phase velocity map. The low-velocity

anomaly still seems to cover a large part of the Ti-
betan plateau at the 80 s global map byTrampert and
Woodhouse (1996). But in the 80 s regional map by
Curtis et al. (1998), the low-velocity zone shrinks to a
very short zone in the Chang Thang terrane, which is
surrounded by a high-velocity anomaly and the east-
ern margin of Tibet shows a low-velocity anomaly;
low-velocity zone still appears in northern Burma. A
large part of Mongolia, mainly in central Mongolia,
shows a low-velocity anomaly (−2–4%) and this low-
velocity zone extends over a larger area in our 40 s
map. In a similar way to the 40 s results, the Sichuan
basin shows high-velocity anomaly (+4%). The cen-
tral and northern Himalayan thrust and the Pamir re-
gion show a high-velocity anomaly of about +2–6%.
These high-velocity features also appear in the maps
of Trampert and Woodhouse (1995, 1996), Curtis et al.
(1998), Ekstrom et al. (1997)andGriot and Montag-
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ner (1998). At 120 s period (Fig. 6d), the low-velocity
anomaly (+2%) still exists in the north Chang Thang
terrane, northeastern Tibet, northern Burma and cen-
tral Mongolia. The Sichuan basin and the central and
northern Himalayan thrust still show high-velocity fea-
ture with slightly lower magnitude compared with 80 s
map.

For the most part of our studied regions, the phase
velocities of Rayleigh wave fundamental mode at lower
periods (20 and 40 s) are much more sensitive to theSV
structure in the crust while at higher periods (80 and
120 s) Rayleigh wave phase velocities are more sensi-
tive to the upper mantleSVstructure. From the phase
velocity maps (Fig. 6), the velocity anomaly (in per-
centage) at lower periods (20 and 40 s) is much larger
than the anomaly at higher periods (80 and 120 s); this
clearly indicates that the lateral heterogeneity in the
crust of our region of study is much larger than that in
the upper mantle.

5. Discussion

This is the first time that inter-station method was
used to perform Rayleigh wave phase velocity tomog-
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Pamir; the Himalayan Mountains are the thrust and col-
lision boundary. The dispersion curve for northwestern
Himalayas region (latitude: 32◦N; longitude: 76◦E) is
distinguished by its much higher phase velocity than
any other part of the Tibetan plateau at intermediate
and higher periods, which is consistent with the sub-
duction of the cold and rigid Indian plate lithosphere
beneath the Himalayan thrust. At 120 s, the Rayleigh
wave phase velocity reaches about 4.4 km/s, about +5%
higher than 4.2 km/s of PEMc (Fig. 4a). FromFig. 7a,
the phase velocities for one typical point (latitude:
30◦N; longitude: 97◦E) in southeastern Tibet are very
low at shorter and intermediate periods (about 15–50 s,
compared with WChina1D), which probably implies
a lowSVwavespeed structure at the depth around the
midlower crust and uppermost mantle in this region.
Eastern Tibet is traditionally interpreted as being part of
the broad accommodation zone (about 700 km wide),
which has absorbed deformation induced by the inden-
tation of India into Asia (Dewey et al., 1988; Yin and
Harrison, 2000). Huang et al. (2003)pointed out that
the sub-Moho low-velocity zone in Tibet extends east-
ward to about 102◦ and then turns southward along the
eastern margin of Tibet and slightly deviates to west,
until it connects the prominent low-velocity zone at the
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R ne
aphy in western China and its surrounding area.
ause the inter-station method could very well supp
he errors in dispersion measurements, we are con
f our data quality after very careful comparison
election with the help of image analysis technique
he corresponding GUI software. Although the num
f the inter-station paths we used here is much less

hat of pervious global and regional phase velocity s
es (Trampert and Woodhouse, 1995, 1996; Ekstro
l., 1997; Curtis et al., 1998), the lateral resolution i

heir studies vary from about 750 to 1000 km wh
s almost equal to or lower than the lateral resolu
about 7◦) in our study.Griot and Montagner (1998
rgued that their lateral resolution for Rayleigh wa
tructure was about 350 km, but the actual resolu
n their study will gradually decrease as the period
reases.

Here, we present some results of 1D dispersion
erived from the tomographic inversion for some c
al points at the map (Fig. 7). Fig. 7a shows dispersio
urves for five main points in Tibet. Seismic and
logic evidence shows that the India shield subd
orthward beneath the south margin of Tibet and
urma–China border. This feature in our 40 s phas
ocity map shows a good resemblance to the resul
uang et al. (2003).
At periods above 20 s (Fig. 7a), the phase velocitie

or the point (latitude: 35◦N; longitude: 87◦E) in the
orth Chang Thang terrane are lower than those fo
oint (latitude: 30◦N; longitude: 90◦E) in the centra
hasa block, which implies the averageSVstructure o

he midlower crust and upper mantle of central Lh
lock is obviously higher than that of the north Cha
hang terrane. The two dispersion curves have g
ifferences especially at intermediate periods (35–

hat are most sensitive toSVstructure of the lower cru
nd uppermost mantle. In northern and central T
specially around the north Chang Thang terran
lear low-velocity anomaly most probably in the low
rust and uppermost mantle is displayed in our re
Figs. 6 and 7a), similar to the regional tomograph
esults ofBourjot and Romanowicz (1992), Curtis et
l. (1998)andGriot and Montagner (1998). This re-
ion was found to be an area of subrecent bas
olcanism (Kidd, 1975; Gansser, 1980). Brandon and
omanowicz (1986)showed the Chang Thang terra
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Fig. 7. Rayleigh wave phase velocities for some critical points in our studied area after tomographic inversion. (a) Central Lhasa block: 30◦N,
90◦E; north Chang Thang: 35◦N, 87◦E; northeastern Tibet: 36◦N, 100◦E; northwestern Himalayas: 32◦N, 76◦E; southeastern Tibet: 30◦N,
97◦E. (b) Central Tarim: 39◦N, 82◦E; northeastern Tarim: 41◦N, 90◦E; central Tian Shan: 42◦N, 79◦E; central Junggar: 46◦N, 86◦E; western
Mongolia: 46◦N, 98◦E.

is inefficient for Sn waves transmission and lacks a high
velocity lithospheric lid.Curtis and Woodhouse (1997)
indicated that a widespread low-velocity mantle layer
exists within the depth range 115–180 km beneath the
central and northeast plateau.Huang et al. (2003)indi-
cated that in the north of the Banggong-Nujiang suture
and south of the Kunlun Mountains (approximately be-
tween 32◦ and 36◦) the top part of the mantle shows ab-

normally low velocities. They also pointed out a promi-
nent low-velocity zone existing in the middle crust of
Qiang Thang terrance and Lhasa block.McNamara et
al. (1994)andOwens and Zandt (1997)showed low S-
velocity and high Poisson’s ratio lie in the crust of the
north Chang Thang terrane and Songpan-Ganzi fold
system and indicated that the lower crust of central Ti-
bet has partially melted. Magnetotelluric studies (Wei
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et al., 2001) indicate that high-conductivity layer is at
30–40 km in northern Tibet and is mainly caused by the
partial melting. And in central Chang Thang terrane the
high-conductivity region extends to the upper mantle
(at least 100 km depth from their results). Geochemical
evidence (Molnar et al., 1993) of Plio-Pleistocene vol-
canic rocks derived from mantle is also consistent with
the high conductivity, low velocity and high attenuation
property in this region suggesting a localized upwelling
within the asthenosphere (Brandon and Romanowicz,
1986; Molnar et al., 1993; Curtis et al., 1998; Wei et
al., 2001) mainly caused by partial melting in the lower
crust and uppermost mantle.

The dispersion curve of one typical point (latitude:
36◦N; longitude: 100◦E) in northeastern Tibet also
shows a prominent low-velocity feature at periods be-
tween 40 and 70 s compared with the dispersion curve
of the central Lhasa block (Fig. 7a). We also find that
the dispersion curve of northeastern Tibet lies between
that of central Lhasa block and that of the north Chang
Thang terrane at periods from about 35 to 110 s. From
our phase velocity maps (Fig. 6), northeastern Tibet
shows apparent low-velocity anomaly at almost ev-
ery period. Seismic evidence from receiver functions
(Vergne et al., 2002) indicated that the northeastern
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the northeastern Tarim than in central Tarim. At 15 s,
the phase velocities of the central Tarim and central
Junggar (latitude: 46◦N; longitude: 86◦E) are very low
(about 3.1 km/s), perhaps caused by the thick sediments
in both basins (Laske and Masters, 1997). At periods
higher than 25 s, the dispersion curve of northeastern
Tarim is very similar to that of central Junggar. The
phase velocities of central Tian Shan (latitude: 42◦N;
longitude: 79◦E) are about 1–2% lower than those of
northeastern Tarim for our studied periods and almost
equal to those of central Tarim at periods above 60 s.
FromFig. 7b, the phase velocities of western Mongolia
(latitude: 46◦N; longitude: 98◦E) show prominent low-
velocity feature at periods above 30 s. From our tomog-
raphy results (Fig. 6), a large-scale low-velocity zone
appears in western Mongolia at period 40 s, whereas at
20 and 40 s maps (Fig. 6a and b) a clear high-velocity
anomaly appears in eastern Mongolia. At 80 and 120 s
maps, the low velocity zone mainly lies in central Mon-
golia. The profiles ofHuang et al. (2003)clearly indi-
cate that theSVstructure at the upper mantle is higher in
eastern Mongolia than in western and central Mongolia
with a very thick asthenosphere beneath. A large-scale
asthenospheric upwelling beneath the Baikal rift has
been widely supported by geophysical, geological and
g o
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ibet shows unusually low Poisson’s ratio and pro
ly lacks a high velocity mafic lower crust (Rudnick
nd Fountain, 1995; Christiansen, 1996; Galve e
002). The inversion result ofVergne et al. (2002
howed that in north Kunlun of northeastern Tibet
hear wave velocity of the lower crust is significan
ower than that of the middle crust; in their result
ow-velocity (about 4.2 km/s) anomaly in the upp

ost mantle (about 60–80 km) also exists. A sh
ave velocity profile along longitude 100◦E (Huang
t al., 2003) also shows a low-velocity anomaly abo
.2 km/s in the uppermost mantle in a small reg
f northeastern Tibet, whereas in our study (Fig. 6)

his low-velocity zone seems to be much broader
heirs.

The Tarim basin is regarded as a relatively rigid
table Proterozoic platform surrounded by active
elts and orogens.Figs. 6 and 7b show that theSV
tructure beneath Tarim varies with position. The ph
elocities of northeastern Tarim (latitude: 41◦N; longi-
ude: 90◦E) are obviously higher than those of cen
arim (latitude: 39◦N; longitude: 82◦E), especially be

ow 60 s (Fig. 7b), implying a more rigid structure
eochemical evidences (Windley and Allen, 1993; Ga
t al., 1994; Petit et al., 1996; Ionov, 2002). The thick
sthenosphere lying in western and central Mong
ay have a significant relationship with this large-s
sthenospheric upwelling beneath the Baikal rift.

Because the inter-station method can give phas
ocity measurements with much higher quality th
ther methods, the limited 110 measurements in
aper can be used to evaluate some existing m

or our studied region. Here, we chose the latest C
lobal shear velocity model of the crust and upper m

le (Shapiro and Ritzwoller, 2002) because the CU
odel is derived from a very large data set of fun
ental mode surface wave group and phase velo

Rayleigh group velocities, 16–200 s; Love group
ocities, 16–150 s; Rayleigh and Love phase veloci
0–150 s). The Rayleigh phase velocity maps pred

rom CUB model are presented on a 2◦ × 2◦ grid glob-
lly so we calculated the predicted arrive timetiCUB (i,
ath index) for each inter-station path at periods 40
0, and 100 s by bilinear interpolation. The obser
rrival time for each inter-station path istiObs. We cal-
ulated the average relative error (ARErr), the ave
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positive error (APErr) and the average negative error
(ANErr) in percentage by:

ARErr = 1

N

∑
i

tiCUB − tiObs

tiObs

× 100% (6)

APErr = 1

NP

∑
tiCUB>tiObs

tiCUB − tiObs

tiObs

× 100% (7)

ANErr = 1

NN

∑
tiCUB<tiObs

tiCUB − tiObs

tiObs

× 100% (8)

N is the total number of inter-station paths (in our study
is 110); NP is the total number of paths satisfying
tiCUB > tiObs whereasNN is the total number of paths
satisfying tiCUB < tiObs. In Section2, we have men-
tioned that the phase velocity errors at periods above
35 s were not larger than 0.04 km/s (about 1%), so we
consider here that the predicted phase velocity map at a
certain period from the CUB model is consistent with
our measurement along a inter-station path if at this
period the relative error for this path is lower than 1%.
Thus, we only need to pick the paths with the relative
error (tiCUB − tiObs)/tiObs× 100% higher than 1% at our
interested periods. We separately counted the number
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40 s map maybe covers a large part of western China
and perhaps also includes western Mongolia. The aver-
age magnitude of discrepancy in western China maybe
reaches +2% or more and in western Mongolia this
value is about +1%. At 60 and 80 s, fromTable 1, the
Rayleigh phase velocities predicted from CUB model
for this region are consistent with most of our mea-
surements and only show slightly higher wavespeeds.
At 100 s, fromTable 1andFig. 8c, ARErr is slightly
higher than that of 60 or 80 s. Although the absolute
value of ANErr is about 0.1% higher than APErr,N+1
is twice larger thanN−1, which probably implies that
the 100 s map for the studied region from CUB model is
also a little fast and the region with higher wavespeeds
(Fig. 8c) mainly lies in central and northern Tibet with
magnitude about +1%. From the discussion above, the
inconsistency between the predicted arrival time from
CUB model and our measurements reaches a maxi-
mum at 40 s at which period Rayleigh phase veloc-
ity is mainly sensitive to the crustal thickness and the
velocity structure around Moho depth in our studied
area, whereas for global studies, the Rayleigh phase
velocity at 40 s is mainly sensitive to the upper man-
tle shear velocity structure in the ocean area and some
continental cratons which only have very thin crustal
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From Table 1, ARErr is only above 1% at perio
0 s. At 40 s, APErr is about 0.5% higher than the
olute value of ANErr andN+1/N is about 45%, imply

ng the Rayleigh phase velocities predicted from C
odel for our studied region are somewhat high at
romFig. 8a, the region with higher wavespeed of th

able 1
valuation of CUB model using our phase velocity measureme

ARErr (%) APErr (%) ANErr (%) N+1 N−1

0 s 1.27 1.37 −0.89 49 7
0 s 0.65 0.68 −0.61 17 7
0 s 0.64 0.65 −0.61 16 4
00 s 0.73 0.71 −0.83 21 9
hickness. So at 40 s, the lateral variation is very pro
ent at global phase velocity maps. The constructio
UB model is based on a two-step inversion of sur
aves. The first step is called surface wave tomo
hy to estimate 2D dispersion maps and the se
tep is an inversion of the shear velocity structur
he crust and upper mantle from dispersion data
ach geographical grid point. One possible reason
aused the overestimated of the Rayleigh phase v
ty at 40 s in western China and western Mongolia f
UB model is due to the Gaussian smoothing cond

hat was applied to the model in the first tomogra
nversion step (Shapiro and Ritzwoller, 2002), which
robably suppressed or mitigated the most promi

ow-velocity anomaly in western China and neighb
ng western Mongolia in both phase velocity and gr
elocity maps, thereby causing the overestimated s
elocity around the Moho depth or an underestim
rustal thickness. Although other reasons maybe
aused these over-estimated results of CUB mode
uggest that the Gaussian smoothing condition in
omography inversion is the main reason for the dif
nce from our results.
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Fig. 8. Evaluation of CUB model using our phase velocity measurements. (a) Paths distribution on 40 s map; every path satisfying the relative
error higher than 1%. (b) Paths distribution on 40 s map; every path satisfying the relative error lower than−1%. (c) Similar to (a), but for
100 s map. (d) Similar to (b), but for 100 s map. Here, the relative error is calculated by (tiCUB − tiObs)/tiObs× 100% and the width of the path
represents the magnitude of the relative error.

6. Conclusions

This is the first time that Rayleigh wave tomogra-
phy is performed with inter-station method in western
China and surrounding regions. Our results provide
clear images of the lateral variation of the crust and
upper mantle velocity structure in this area. Because
the inter-station paths we used are well distributed
in western China and adjacent regions, our 1D aver-
age Rayleigh wave phase velocity model WChina1D
should best describe the features of Rayleigh wave dis-
persion in this geologically and tectonically compli-
cated region. Phase velocity maps from 15 to 120 s were
inverted using the ray approximation and the maps of
20, 40, 80, and 120 s were given in this paper. Checker-
board tests show the average lateral resolution in our
interested area is about 7◦. Our tomographic results
confirm that the low-velocity anomaly in the Chang

Thang terrane is probably caused by partial melting
in the lower crust and uppermost mantle. Northeastern
Tibet is another prominent low-velocity area clearly
shown in our results. The low-velocity area around
southeastern Tibet may be created by the southeast-
ern migration of the low-velocity mass below the Ti-
betan plateau. The eastern Tarim shows relative higher
velocity structure than that of central Tarim. A large-
scale low-velocity anomaly is clearly seen in central
and western Mongolia indicating the hot upper mantle
and thick asthenosphere in this area. Our high qual-
ity measurements are also used to evaluate the global
CUB shear velocity model of the crust and upper man-
tle. Rayleigh phase velocity map at 40 s predicted from
CUB model shows an apparent discrepancy with our
measurements in western China and western Mongolia,
which implies a higher estimated phase velocity model
(about +1–2%) in these regions, probably arising from
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the Gaussian smoothing condition in their tomography
inversion.
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